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' M o r e  i m p o r t a n t  t h a n  a
w o r k  o f  a r t  i t s e l f  i s

w h a t  i t  w i l l  s o w .  A r t
c a n  d i e ,  a  p a i n t i n g  c a n

d i s a p p e a r .  W h a t
c o u n t s  i s  t h e  s e e d '  -

J o a n  M i r o

INTENT
Art and design is key to a child’s
development. Through art, children are
able to express themselves, experiment
with ideas, develop their imagination and
practice a variety of skills. Through the
sharing of a variety of different art forms,
children are encouraged to use
observational skills and ask reflective
questions, share thoughts and ideas and
express their feelings.
The art curriculum at St Anne’s covers all
areas of the national curriculum. Some
aspects of the subject are taught
discretely however the aim is to inter
weave art across different subject areas ,
allowing children to transfer skills and
knowledge. Although there will be many
different forms of art shared with children
through their learning, each year group
will focus on a specific artist. The aim is
that through their learning journey at St
Anne’s, the children will be inspired by
different artists styles and techniques,
make comparisons and express personal
opinions. 
The teaching of the arts is not limited to
the art curriculum but also overlaps into
the music curriculum and areas of PE
such as dance. 
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IMPLIMENTATION
Art skills and knowledge is taught
discretely in blocks and there are
various cross curricular opportunities
set out in planning each term
allowing children to practice skills
throughout the year.

Each year group has a specific artist
that they focus on each year. This
allows a more detailed look at what
inspired many of the great artists,
exploration of varying art
movements and techniques. Over
the course of time, this provides
children with a firm foundation of
knowledge.

Performing arts are explored in a
variety of ways including drama
workshops run by external experts,
opportunities for performance
through assemblies, end of year
show and the whole school visit to
the pantomime each year. 
 

IMPACT
Art and design learning is loved and
celebrated across school through
discrete teaching of skills and
knowledge, Children are able to
create more interesting and creative
pieces of art work, that they are able
to analyse confidently.

Many of the skills developed through
art and design teaching are used
across the curriculum and help to
develop the ‘whole child’.

By studying specific artists in more
detail, children are able to develop a
secure knowledge bank that will help
to inform their own personal opinions
of various pieces of art and help them
compare work that they experience.

Children’s confidence is enhanced
through opportunities for drama and
performing arts through whole school
projects, class specific work and 1:1
tuition of various musical instruments
and vocal training. 
 



Manipulate materials in a variety of ways, e.g cutting,
folding, rolling, kneading and shaping.
Explore shape and form.
Experiment with, construct and join recycled, natural and
man made materials.

Sculpture:

YEAR 1

SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE

 To show understanding of Primary colours and the
secondary colours that can be created. 
To use descriptive vocabulary to express ideas from first
hand observations of art work.
 Describe and recognise warm and cool colours.
To know key information about a famous artist and talk
about some of their work.

Language of Art: 

 To mix two primary colours to achieve a secondary colour.
To begin to add white and black to achieve tints and shades.
To use different sized paint brushes to add detail to
paintings.

Painting:

· To begin to explore the use of line in pictures.
Experimenting with thin and thicker lines to add details.
· To explore the use of shape in different art work and
pictures. 
· Use a variety of tools to make lines, including pastels,
pens, pencils, crayon, felt tips, ball point etc, 

Drawing:

Key Artist: Joan Miro

Cross Curricular focus: Cave Paintings
(History The Stone Age)

Key Vocabulary: 

Red    yellow    blue     green    orange   purple 
 black   white   primary colour    secondary

colour    warm    cool    tint   shade   line   mark   
print  sketch   roll     knead  squash    squeeze   

 cut  fold     twist    shape  form   
 

BIG QUESTIONS:

"Do all pictures need colour?" 
"Do all pictures need things in them that you
can recognise?" 



Explore painting onto surfaces other than paper, eg—
fresco painting / plaster, clay etc. 
To explore shape and form in 3D using a variety of
materials.
Explore carving techniques and how tools can be used to
create different effects.

Sculpture:

YEAR 2

SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE

To mix and use a range of secondary colours and to
experiment with shade and tone.
To describe what they or another person has created and
develop vocabulary that expresses their feelings and
thoughts about it.
To develop an understanding of different forms of art
including paintings, sculpture and architecture.

Language of Art:

To develop the use of tints and shades to bring out details in
paintings. 
To develop basic skills when using watercolour paints.
To develop control when using paint and brushes of
different sizes and to start to accurately show details within
pieces of work. 

Painting:

To have an understanding of how simple drawings can be
developed towards a final piece of work, including a
sculpture or painting. 
To develop observational skills that show appropriate
shape and form of an object and include some detail with
an understanding of proportion.  

Drawing:

Key Artist: Michelangelo

Cross Curricular focus: The Sistine Chapel in
Rome
(History The Romans / Geography Italy / Rome)

Key Vocabulary: 

Primary colour     secondary colour    tint  
 shade     sketch     design    shape    form 

 observation   sculpture   fresco    watercolour
carve   scrape   cut      brush  tool   colour palate 

 
BIG QUESTIONS:

"How many colours are there?"
"What makes an artist good?"



Experiment with other forms of sculpture eg: paper
Mache, textile, wood etc. 
Develop skills in being able to plan and design models
before attempting to make them.
Experiment with methods of joining clay to create simple
structures.

Sculpture:

YEAR 3

SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE

To describe and comment on artwork using visual
language.
Question and make thoughtful observations about artwork
and select ideas to use in their own work. 
Start to use language that describes how they may
develop ideas from initial starting points.
Start to use language that describes a feeling or mood that
a piece of art suggests to them. 

Language of Art:

To use a developed colour vocabulary expanding on the
use of primary and secondary colour descriptions.
To create pieces of Art that are influenced and inspired by
famous artists and their work.
To work with growing confidence on a range of scales eg,
small brush on a small picture.

Painting:

Plan, refine and alter their drawings as necessary.
Experiment with different grades of pencil to create
different lines and effects. 
Draw for a sustained period of time at their own level.
To develop skills to show increased accuracy and detail
within drawings.

Drawing:

Key Artist: Claude Monet

Cross Curricular focus: Geography - Water /
Oceans /Rivers

Key Vocabulary: 

Effect   emphasis    depth    light    dark  image
Balance     mood       blend      effect 

 atmospheric   delicate   impressionism
Landscape   portrait   medium  palette

Pigment  canvas   focus   clay slip    shape  
 texture

 
BIG QUESTIONS:

"How does art make us feel?"
"How can we show details in our pictures using
different colours, shades and tones?"



To experiment with simple weaving and sewing
techniques.
Explore how fabric can be used to create interesting
pieces of art work both in 2D and 3D.
Show and understanding of shape and form using a variety
of different media.
Talk about their work describing the variety of techniques
that have been used to create the final piece.

Sculpture:

YEAR 4
SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE

To describe and compare ideas, methods and approaches
of different artists.
Develop their own artwork that is inspired by the work of
other artists, and communicated what    influenced their
ideas.
To work on their own and with others collaboratively to
produce 2D and 3D pieces of work.
Annotate sketches that are developed towards final pieces
of work, outlining key ideas. 

Language of Art:

Use specific colour language e.g. tone, tint, shade, hue.
Make and match colours with increasing accuracy.
Plan and create different effects and textures with paint.

Painting:

Explore relationship between line and tone, pattern and
shape, line and texture. 
Use research to inspire drawings from memory and
imagination.
Alter and refine drawings and describe changes using art
vocabulary. 
Make informed choices in drawing inc. paper and media.

Drawing:

Key Artist: Vincent Van Gogh

Cross Curricular focus: History - Bayeux
Tapestry - Weaving / fabric art / sewing.

Key Vocabulary: 

Tone      tint      shade    hue    texture    shape  
 bright     dark     pattern     material    weave           
warp and weft       stitch    fabric     fibre  yarn  

 wool  needle  Sketch    
 

BIG QUESTIONS:

"What inspires artists?"
"How can you show texture within a piece of 2D
and 3D art work?"



Plan specific sculpture work through drawing and
sketching ideas showing details and composition.
Plan to incorporate natural and recycled materials within
pieces of work. 
Explore a range of skills using fabric in both 2D and 3D,
including sewing, weaving, dying and felt work. 

Sculpture:

YEAR 5
SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE

To be familiar with and give details about they style of
notable artists from various times. 
· Develop their own artwork that is inspired by the work of
other artists, and communicate what    influenced their
ideas.
· To work on their own and with others collaboratively to
produce 2D and 3D pieces of work.

Language of Art:

Create imaginative work from a variety of sources.
Demonstrate secure knowledge of the use of colour,
including—primary, secondary, warm and cold colours,
complementary and contrasting.
· Develop preliminary work to testing materials and
techniques to refine skills. 

Painting:

Use a variety of source material for their work. 
Work in a sustained and independent way from
observation, experience and imagination. 
Alter and refine a range of their drawings and describe
changes using art vocabulary. 
Make informed choices in drawing inc. paper and media.

Drawing:

Key Artist: Pablo Picasso

Cross Curricular focus: Wall tapestry - Weaving /
fabric art / sewing.

Key Vocabulary: 

    Cubism     perspective   abstract  geometric
Influence    technique   portrait   viewpoint
fragment    images   harmonious colours

contrasting colours   Sculpture    composition 
 tone  shade  weaving   texture    textiles

    
BIG QUESTIONS:

"How can different shapes be used in art?"
"What colours work well together and why?"
 



Use visual and tactile qualities within pieces of work.
Use framework (such as wire or a mould) to provide
support to a structure and provide form.
Explore forms of printing showing the use of layering
colour. 

Sculpture:

YEAR 6
SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE

Show how work of artists studied has been influential to
others.
To be familiar with and give details about the style of
notable artists from various times. 
Develop their own artwork that is inspired by the work of
other artists, and communicate what    influenced their
ideas.
To work on their own and with others collaboratively to
produce 2D and 3D pieces of work.

Language of Art:

Create original pieces that show a range of influences and
styles.
Combine previously learnt techniques to create pieces.
Use a choice of techniques to depict movement,
perspective, shadows and reflection.
Use a range of brushes with accuracy to add detail to a
piece of work.

Painting:

Choose a style of drawing suitable for the work (e.g.
realistic or impressionistic)
Use line to represent movement in a piece of work.
Produce pieces of work that demonstrate thought of
composition, depth, scale and perspective.
Effectively use tone and shading to develop drawing and
add details. 

Drawing:

Key Artist: Andy Warhol

Cross Curricular focus: Modern History / Mass
production

Key Vocabulary: 

Influence   style    technique   inspiration   effect 
 abstract 

depth   scale   perspective popular culture  bold  
vibrant      comic strip        

     
BIG QUESTIONS:
"What made ‘pop art’ so different to other art
movements?"
"How is popular culture depicted in art?"



KNOWLEDGE
ORGANISERS

Knowledge organisers are a way of presenting
some of the key specific subject knowledge
that will be covered in each year group. They
are useful for teachers, children and families, to
provide a focus.

Key vocabulary for a specific subject.
Key skills that will be taught and practiced.
Key knowledge about specific people or
places.
'Big Questions' to inspire class discussion
and thoughts to deepen understanding.

Knowledge organisers include:

Support teachers planning for teaching.
Provide a way for children to learn about a
subject before being taught it in school - 'Pre-
teach'.
Used as reference for children to use
throughout the year to help remind them of
key knowledge for each subject.
A communication tool between home and
school to help families understand key area s
of learning and provide support for children.

Knowledge organisers are used in a variety of
ways:

The following pages feature the Knowledge
Organisers for each year group. These are also
avaiable as seperate downloadable documents on
the schools website

WHAT ARE THEY?

WHAT IS INCLUDED?

HOW ARE THEY USED?














